Fortnightly Football Article
January 31st Chelsea 1-1 Man City
From a long ball from City’s Kompany to Agüero, Chel’s Terry stretches and misses.
City’s Agüero heads into the area and shoots wide with the right foot. Perhaps he used
the wrong part of the foot, laces top of the foot will do. 41 mins in and Chel’s Ivanović
plays a diagonal pass into the area to Hazard on the left , who crosses first time with
the left foot to Remy to score with the right foot in the goal box. 45 mins and City’s
Jesús Navas crosses into the box, Chel’s goalie Courtois tries to punch one headed and
misses. The ball goes to Agüero who shoots left footed low to right far post and Silva
slides and scores.

Liverpool 2-0 West Ham UTD
Sturridge Returns

Sturridge Dance

After the referee got a Liverpool Sterling penalty decision right with West’s O’Brien
right, the ball goes to West’s Downing who plays a poor pass back to West’s Cresswell
and Liver’s Marković intercepts the pass and shoots wide and to the left in the penalty
box. 51 Mins in and Liver’s Moreno crosses to Sterling who chests it to Coutinho and
receives it back in the box and scores low and to the right. 80 mins and Liver’s Coutinho
dribbles from the centre circle and passes to Sturridge on the edge of the box and
scores right footed in the near post past West’s keeper Adrián, leaving him on his knees.
The goalie shouldn’t be beaten on his post but Sturridge was clever.
February 7
Tottenham 2-1 Arsenal
11 mins in and Arsenal’s Welbeck runs round Tott’s Rose on the right and plays a cross
back to Arsenal’s Giroud who misshitted his shot and the ball falls to Ar’s Özil on the
left of the goal to score left footed. Tott’s Mason shoots left footed from midfield and
Ar’s keeper Ospina flies to his left and saves two headed. 56 mins and Tott’s Lamela
takes a corner and Dembélé heads for Ar’s goalie Ospina to make a flying save, which he
parries right headed to Tott’s Kane on the left to score right footed. Ar’s Welbeck
curls a shot in the left corner of the box and Tott’s keeper Lloris flies and saves with
his left hand. 86 mins in and Tott’s Bentaleb crosses from the left to Kane, who jumps
and heads back across goal to score in the left side of the goal.

